
IDEALRAIN:  
INDULGENT 
SHOWERING  
THAT’S BUILT 
TO LAST







OUR 
APPROACH
For decades, we’ve been serving architects, contractors,  
trade partners, and plumbers worldwide with high performance 
products like the rimless toilet or the ultra-flat shower tray. 
But the market has never been more demanding than it is 
today. Your clients and end-users are looking out for improved 
sustainability and advanced performance. They expect beautiful, 
lightweight design. We design with the demands of modern 
life in mind: pushing ourselves to achieve new levels of 
efficiency, offering elegant and impactful design. Meanwhile, 
our decades of experience have taught us that there’s always  
a better, more intelligent solution. Which is why we never  
rest until we’ve found a way to offer you and your clients  
a higher standard of performance.



THE IDEALRAIN 
RANGE
Your clients don’t just want a nicely designed product. 
They expect better performance, superior aesthetics, 
technological advances and improved efficiency. With 
this in mind, we’ve expanded the IDEALRAIN shower 
range and added two new models: EVO and EVO JET. 
With refined profiles, updated technologies and high 
quality engineering, they’re designed to meet your 
clients’ needs, whatever the sector or project. 



THE LUXURY OF CHOICE
When clients demand higher performance, IDEALRAIN equips you to deliver.  
The arrival of EVO and EVO JET creates new experiences for users and new  
looks for your projects, whether they’re commercial or civic, renovation  
or new build. With a wide choice of elegant styles and innovative functions,  
improving efficiency and comfort, there’s an IDEALRAIN solution to enhance  
any specification and budget.

VERSATILE AND EASY TO INSTALL

IDEALRAIN fits with a range  
of accessories and is easy  
to adjust while installing

DESIGNED FOR MAXIMUM COMFORT

Uncompromised water flow and  
multiple spray modes create a  
premium showering experience

PACKED WITH TECHNOLOGY

From its high-tech flow engine to  
Cool Body handsprays, IDEALRAIN 
blends comfort with performance

FASTER CLEANING

With no joins or overhangs on the 
faceplate, IDEALRAIN resists limescale 
build-up and is easy and quick to clean, 
meaning further financial savings for 
commercial properties

BUILT FOR EFFICIENCY

Water and energy-saving  
features help clients cut bills  
and meet sustainability targets

ELEGANCE THAT ENDURES

IDEALRAIN is refined, yet robust.  
It’s built to last, so it stays looking good 
and delivering high performance for 
longer, even with the heaviest use



INTRODUCING 
EVO JET & EVO 

FEELS LIKE NOTHING ELSE

Drop Jet technology on EVO JET 
creates unique large and soft water 
droplets for a de-stressing experience

PUSH-BUTTON PERFORMANCE

Ergonomic and intuitive Navigo 
button switches spray effortlessly 
between three modes

FRESH, MODERN LOOKS

Refined, attractive profiles in classic 
round and sophisticated diamond 
shapes to suit contemporary designs

EVO

EVO JET



FEATURES
• High strength metal brackets  

for ultra-stable wall fixing.  
These brackets are adjustable  
for angle adjustment

• Specially reinforced metal  
sliding rail available in two  
sizes: 600mm and 900mm

• Two additional models, two hand 
sprays per model and each with 
three spray modes. Available  
in 110mm for EVO and 125mm  
for EVO JET

• Ergonomic Navigo push button  
to easily change spray modes

• Heavy-duty ratchet mechanism

• Durable handset & Sure Grip  
for easy hand control

• Smooth, wipe clean flexible 
Idealflex shower hose

• Integrated 8 l/min flow restrictor 
reduces water consumption  
and brings cost efficiencies



ELEGANCE  
THAT ENDURES
IDEALRAIN looks good, for longer. Our designers  
considered every detail to evolve the range to combine  
eye-catching aesthetics with durability. Strong yet  
slim, with modern contours and streamlined profiles,  
the handsprays are light in the hand and intuitive to use.  
While the metal wall bracket and metal slider with its  
ergonomic pin are much more robust than plastic fittings.

IDEALRAIN, EVO and EVO JET handsprays are all available  
in the classic round shape, providing a timeless look in any 
environment. The sophisticated diamond shape is available 
with EVO and EVO JET for specifications where something  
a little different is required.

The entire range stands up to the challenges of frequent  
daily use and high traffic, making IDEALRAIN perfect  
for hotels, leisure centres, airports and residential projects.  
In short: IDEALRAIN is built to last.







BUILT FOR 
EFFICIENCY

Saving water and energy is front- 
of-mind in many projects today. 
IDEALRAIN helps you meet your 
clients’ efficiency targets, with no loss 
of experience for users. What’s more, 
IDEALRAIN delivers financial savings 
to your clients, meaning excellent 
value over the product lifetime.



€435.58

EnergyWater

€164.41

=  SAVES UP  
TO €599.99*

€1000

€750

€500

€250

LESS WATER, LOWER COSTS
IDEALRAIN’s precision-designed flow engine delivers optimal  
spray performance. Easy to fit and remove, the pre-fitted flow 
restrictor reduces water consumption in high pressure systems  
from 18.5 l/min to just 8 l/min with no loss of flow.

LET THE SAVINGS FLOW
Idea lrain’s 8l/min pre-fitted flow restrictor saves enough water  
and energy to offer annual cost savings of up to €599.99 a year*.

18.5 l

8 l

Without flow restrictor1 With flow restrictor2

=57% LESS 
 WATER

WATER SAVING

The built-in 
flow restrictor 
reduces 
consumption 
to 8l/min

*  Savings for IDEALRAIN handspray with 8 l/m flow restrictor under 3 bar  
compared to traditional handspray with 18.5 l/m flow rate. Basis of calculation: 
number of people taking a 3-minute shower/day: 4. All costs in €.



HOTEL





PACKED WITH 
TECHNOLOGY
IDEALRAIN embodies our long history of creating 
innovative solutions that perform with quality and 
reliability. Its advanced technology assures high 
performance, a long service life and efficiency.
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EASY CLEAN

Soft, rub-clean 
nozzles reduce 
limescale and 
facilitate easy 
cleaning

COOL BODY

The exterior 
stays cool to 
avoid the risk  
of scalding

WATER SAVING

The built-in 
flow restrictor 
reduces 
consumption 
to 8l/min

NAVIGO

Push button 
to change 
between  
spray modes
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ULTRA-STRONG CONNECTIONS

IDEALRAIN handsprays can  
support weights of up to 20kg  
on a fixed bracket

REDUCED WATER CONSUMPTION

Pre-installed flow restrictors cut  
water consumption from a typical  
18.5 l/min to just 8 l/min, without  
loss of performance

COOL BODY TECHNOLOGY 

For improved user safety, this  
Ideal Standard innovation stops  
the handspray body from becoming 
hot to prevent burning

NAVIGO PUSH BUTTON

A single touch to easily change 
between spray modes

HIGH PERFORMANCE FLOW ENGINE 

All IDEALRAIN handsprays are 
precision-designed to deliver optimal 
spray performance at high or low 
pressure. IDEALRAIN can operate on 
low pressure systems (0.1 –5.0 bar)

HIGH QUALITY, LONGER  
LASTING NOZZLES

The high quality nozzles are soft  
and rub-clean, remaining flexible  
and easy to clean, therefore  
lasting longer
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DESIGNED FOR  
MAXIMUM COMFORT
As its name suggests, IDEALRAIN creates a showering experience that’s designed  
to delight. The range features large handsprays to ensure maximum comfort.  
The nozzles go right to the edge of the sprayplate to maximise downpour. 

Big downpours and different spray modes mean users can choose the shower  
to match their mood: invigorating, relaxing, or just comforting.

SHOWER MODES
RAIN

This popular mode creates a relaxing downpour  
thanks to nozzles that extend up to the prayplate edge.

FINE RAIN

A gentle but abundant spray for a thoroughly  
cleansing feel.

AERATED RAIN

On EVO models, on the aerated rain spray mode,  
air is sucked into the water to deliver an even gentler,  
yet still cleansing, showering experience. 

DROP JET 

On EVO JET, our proprietary Drop Jet technology  
creates water droplets that are even softer,  
delivering a truly luxurious feel. 

MASSAGE

Available on all handsprays, the massage spray mode 
delivers a truly invigorating experience.

IDEALRAIN

RAIN

FINE RAIN

MASSAGE



DROP JET

Spray mode for 
exceptional shower 
experience – great 
coverage and a 
soft droplet-like 
experience

MAXIMUM SPRAY

The edge-to- 
edge nozzles 
maximise spray

3 SHOWERING 
FUNCTIONS

3 spray modes  
for a great 
showering 
experience

EVO EVO JET

RAIN

AERATED RAIN

MASSAGE

RAIN

DROP JET

MASSAGE



MASSAGE

IDEALRAIN

IDEALRAIN EVO

IDEALRAIN EVO JET
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SPRAY MODE

A SHOWERING 
EXPERIENCE FOR 
EVERY MOOD
Users can enjoy a range of indulgent experiences by cycling 
between different modes. Welcome to high performance  
showering that delivers more.



DROP JET

RAIN







VERSATILE 
CONFIGURATIONS
All IDEALRAIN attachments and fittings are designed to work with each 
other so you can offer clients a wide choice of configurations, matching 
handsprays with your choice of strong metal sliding rail, Idealflex hose,  
and shower head if required.

RAILS

Kits include strong 
metal sliding 
shower rails  
or swivel wall 
mounted brackets, 
ideal for different 
project needs

Grey/matt finish

80mm or  
100mm in 
diameter

Round shape

Rotary mode 
change

1 or 3 spray 
mode options

IDEALRAIN

White/matt finish 
with chrome body

110mm on 
round or 
diamond

EVO

Round and 
diamond in 

shape

Aerated rain spray mode

3 spray 
mode 

options

Navigo mode 
change



HOSES 
IDEALRAIN uses our 
strong and durable 
metal Ultraflex hose, 
while EVO AND EVO 
JET are fitted with the 
elegant Idealflex hose. 
Not only is it easy to 
clean, with no crannies 
where limescale can 
build up, Idealflex is 
anti-torsion too.

125mm on round 
or diamond

Navigo mode 
change

White gloss and  
all chrome finish

Round and 
diamond 
in shape

Drop Jet  
spray mode

3 spray mode
options

EVO JET

SHOWER HEADS
Complete your specification 
with a shower head







DESIGNED FOR 
DURABILITY

TESTED TO 
DESTRUCTION
Intensive and continuous testing is the key to class-
leading durability. Our tests simulate extreme, real world 
conditions. Then go a step beyond. Shower components 
are subjected to high pressure steam, to mimic the 
harshest of cleaning regimes. They’re also sprayed  
with corrosive salt to test their finishes even further. 
Sliding rails are distortion tested to a full 75 N so they 
can withstand a weight of up to 75kg. IDEALRAIN  
was designed, built and tested to withstand difficult  
and stressful applications better, so its reputation  
for robustness in commercial environments will  
always remain intact.

MADE FOR DEMANDING 
ENVIRONMENTS 
The demands imposed on commercial bathrooms  
are completely different to those placed on home 
bathrooms. So, at Ideal Standard, we brought the full 
weight of our 100 years of experience to bear when  
we designed our IDEALRAIN collection. It will survive  
the impact of a high traffic environment and shrug  
off the rigours of a commercial cleaning regime.  
It will perform reliably and economically, year after  
year, guest after guest. This shower head, for  
example, is uncompromisingly stylish, yet built for 
long-term durability.



BUILT TO ENDURE
Engineering excellence is a major part of our design 
strategy. Our 900mm Pro metal sliding bars are much 
more robust than plastic fittings and doubly reinforced 
with an outer tube and an inner rail, to resist distortion 
and perform smoothly, year after year. Meanwhile,  
we test our handsprays with a thermos shock test 
through 10,000 cycles (the standard test requires only 
300). Similarly, our wall brackets are made of durable 
metal too, to cope with even the most demanding 
environments. They’re easy to adjust and elegant. 
Additionally, they’re built to handle many times the 
weight placed on them during normal operation.

REAL-WORLD 
APPLICATION
Components that perform faultlessly are inevitably 
subjected to less stress. So our emphasis may be on 
strength, but functionality is a priority too. IDEALRAIN 
handspray sliders are a case in point. They glide on  
their rails, without any sticking. Their controls are easily 
operated, locking and unlocking in one simple, slick 
action. And they’re built from high quality metal to 
ensure they cannot be over tightened. Lock. Unlock. 
Lock. Many thousands of operations later, they still  
hold the handspray in exactly the right position.



EASY TO INSTALL, 
WARRANTED  
TO PERFORM
When it comes to installation, we know that time is money.  
So all IDEALRAIN showering systems are installed using the 
Easymount system, which allows easy adjustments during 
installation, making IDEALRAIN quick to fit, saving time and 
keeping projects on track.

We appreciate that your reputation and the success of your 
projects requires a reliable partner and high-quality, warranted 
products and solutions. That’s why IDEALRAIN solutions are 
made in Europe and come with a five-year warranty. 

And because each market has very specific norms and 
compliance rules, we have ensured that the IDEALRAIN  
range meets the following norms: WRAS in the UK, ACS in 
France, and KTW & W270 in Germany. For further detail on 
norms and compliance, please visit www.idealstandard.com.

EASYMOUNT

Installation is simple 
with Easymount 
which allows 
adjustments  
as you install

http://www.idealstandard.com/
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TECHNOLOGY EXPERIENCE

IDEALRAIN EVO JET

IDEALRAIN EVO

IDEALRAIN

COOL BODY

The exterior 
stays cool to 
avoid the risk  
of scalding

NAVIGO

Push button to 
change between 
spray modes

MAXIMUM  
SPRAY

The edge-to- 
edge nozzles 
maximise spray

SUREGRIP

Sure Grip allows 
easy hand control

3 SHOWERING 
FUNCTIONS

3 spray modes for 
a great showering 
experience

DROP JET

Spray mode for 
exceptional shower 
experience – great 
coverage and a 
soft droplet-like 
experience

THE PROFESSIONALS’ 
CHOICE
IDEALRAIN is an excellent specification choice for your projects,  
from new build to renovation, residential to commercial. There are  
three robust models to choose from: IDEALRAIN, IDEALRAIN EVO  
and IDEALRAIN EVO JET, each with strong metal wall brackets and  
sliders. They feature refined profiles with round handsprays on all  
models as well as diamond-shaped on EVO and EVO JET.
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EFFICIENCY INSTALLATION MAINTENANCE WARRANTY

WATER SAVING

The built-in flow restrictor 
reduces consumption  
to 8l/min

EASYMOUNT

Installation is simple with 
Easymount which allows 
adjustments as you install

EASY CLEAN

Soft, rub-clean 
nozzles reduce 
limescale and 
facilitate easy 
cleaning

IDEALFLEX

At 1250mm or 
1750mm, the 
Idealflex hose 
reduces limescale 
build-up and is  
easy to clean



IDEALRAIN  
EVO JET

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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IDEALRAIN EVO JET
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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Handspray
Ø 125mm – round

Model    Ref

Round handspray,    B1759AA
3 functions  

• 3 spray mode
• Drop Jet mode
• Navigo push button
• Cool Body
• Large spray 125mm
• Rub clean nozzles 
• 8l/min flow regulator
• 5 years warranty

Model    Ref

Diamond handspray,   B1760AA
3 functions 

• 3 spray mode
• Drop Jet mode
• Navigo push button
• Cool Body
• Large spray 134mm
• Rub clean nozzles
• 8l/min flow regulator
• 5 years warranty

Handspray
Ø 134mm – diamond

Shower Set 
Ø 125mm – round

Model    Ref

Round handspray,          B1765AA
1.75m Idealflex hose,     
3 functions 

• IDEALRAIN EVO JET round handspray 
included (B1759AA)

• 3 spray mode
• Drop Jet mode
• Navigo push button
• Cool Body
• Large handspray 125mm
• 8l/min flow regulator
• Rub clean nozzles
• Metal swivelling wall bracket (B9847AA)
• 5 years warranty

3 shower 
function

Maximum  
spray

Sure Grip

Drop Jet

Navigo push 
button

Cool Body

Water  
saving

Easy clean

Easymount 
installation

Idealflex

5 years  
warranty
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Shower Set 
Ø 134mm – diamond

Model    Ref

Diamond handspray,   B1766AA 
1.75m Idealflex hose,     
3 functions 

• IDEALRAIN EVO JET diamond 
handspray included (B1760AA)

• 3 spray mode
• Drop Jet mode
• Navigo push button
• Cool Body
• Large handspray 134mm
• 8l/min flow regulator
• Rub clean nozzles
• Metal swivelling wall bracket (B9847AA)
• 5 years warranty

Shower Kit
Ø 125mm – round

Model    Ref

Round handspray,      B1761AA
1.75m Idealflex hose,
600mm rail

Round handspray,      B1763AA
1.75m Idealflex hose,
900mm rail

• IDEALRAIN EVO JET round handspray 
included (B1759AA)

• 3 spray mode
• Drop Jet mode
• Navigo push button
• Cool Body
• Large spray 125mm
• 8l/min flow regulator
• Rub clean nozzles
• Idealflex 1.75m hose included 
• Easymount metal shower rail 600mm 

(B9848AA) or 900mm (B9849AA)
• 5 years warranty

Shower Kit
Ø 134mm – diamond

Model    Ref

Diamond handspray,    B1762AA 
1.75m Idealflex hose,
600mm rail

Diamond handspray,   B1764AA
1.75m Idealflex hose,
900mm rail 

• IDEALRAIN EVO JET diamond handspray 
included (B1760AA)

• 3 spray mode
• Drop Jet mode
• Navigo push button
• Cool Body
• Large spray 134mm
• 8l/min flow regulator
• Rub clean nozzles
• Idealflex 1.75m hose included 
• Easymount metal shower rail 600mm 

(B9848AA) or 900mm (B9849AA)
• 5 years warranty

3 shower 
function

Maximum  
spray

Sure Grip

Drop Jet

Navigo push 
button

Cool Body

Water  
saving

Easy clean

Easymount 
installation

Idealflex

5 years  
warranty



IDEALRAIN  
EVO

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS



IDEALRAIN EVO
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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Handspray
Ø 110mm – round

Model    Ref

Round handspray,     B2231AA
3 functions 

• 3 spray mode
• Navigo push button
• Cool Body
• Large spray 110mm
• Rub clean nozzles
• 8l/min flow regulator
• 5 years warranty

Model    Ref

Diamond handspray,    B2232AA 
3 functions 

• 3 spray mode
• Navigo push button
• Cool Body
• Large spray 115mm
• Rub clean nozzles
• 8l/min flow regulator
• 5 years warranty

Handspray
Ø 115mm – diamond

Shower Set 
Ø 110mm – round

Model    Ref

Round handspray,     B2239AA
1.75m Idealflex hose
3 functions

• IDEALRAIN EVO round handspray 
included (B2231AA)

• 3 spray mode
• Navigo push button
• Cool Body
• Large spray 110mm
• 8l/min flow regulator
• Rub clean nozzles
• Metal swivelling wall bracket (B9847AA)
• 5 years warranty
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Shower Set 
Ø 115mm – diamond

Model    Ref

Diamond handspray,   B2240AA
1.75m Idealflex hose,    
3 functions

• IDEALRAIN EVO diamond handspray 
included (B2232AA)

• 3 spray mode
• Navigo push button
• Cool Body 
• Large spray 115mm
• 8l/min flow regulator
• Rub clean nozzles
• Metal swivelling wall bracket (B9847AA)
• 5 years warranty

Shower Kit
Ø 110mm – round

Shower Kit
Ø 115mm – diamond

Model    Ref

Round handspray,      B2233AA 
1.75m Idealflex hose,
600mm rail

Round handspray,      B2237AA
1.75m Idealflex hose, 
900mm rail

• IDEALRAIN EVO round handspray 
B2231AA included

• 3 spray mode
• Navigo push button
• Cool Body
• Large spray 110mm
• 8l/min flow regulator
• Rub clean nozzles
• Idealflex 1.75m hose included 
• Easymount metal shower rail 600mm 

(B9848AA) or 900mm (B9849AA)
• 5 years warranty

Model    Ref

Diamond handspray,  B2234AA 
1.75m Idealflex hose,
600mm rail

Diamond handspray,  B2238AA 
1.75m Idealflex hose, 
900mm rail 

• IDEALRAIN EVO diamond handspray 
B2232AA included

• 3 spray mode
• Navigo push button
• Cool Body
• Large spray 115mm
• 8l/min flow regulator
• Rub clean nozzles
• Idealflex 1.75m hose included 
• Easymount metal shower rail 600mm 

(B9848AA) or 900mm (B9849AA)
• 5 years warranty

110 60

max.333

G1/2

603

903

840

540

3 shower 
function

Maximum  
spray

Sure Grip

Navigo push 
button

Cool Body

Water  
saving

Easy clean
Easymount 
installation

Idealflex

5 years  
warranty



IDEALRAIN 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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IDEALRAIN
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Model    Ref

Round handspray   B9402AA
1 function

Round handspray   B9403AA
3 functions 

• 1 or 3 spray mode
• Cool Body
• Hand spray 100mm
• 8l/min flow restrictor
• Rub clean nozzles
• 5 years warranty

Handspray M 
Ø 100mm

Handspray S  
Ø 80mm

Model    Ref

Round handspray   B9400AA
1 function

Round handspray   B9401AA
3 functions 

• 1 or 3 spray mode
• Cool Body
• Hand spray 80mm
• 8l/min flow restrictor
• Rub clean nozzles
• 5 years warranty

Handspray L
Ø 120mm

Model    Ref

Round handspray   B9404AA
1 function

Round handspray   B9405AA
3 functions 

• 1 or 3 spray mode
• Cool Body
• Large spray 120mm
• 8l/min flow restrictor
• Rub clean nozzles
• 5 years warranty

Sure Grip

Water  
saving

Easy clean

5 years  
warranty
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Shower Set M
Ø 100mm

Model    Ref

1.75m Idealflex hose  B9455AA
1 function

1.75m Idealflex hose  B9456AA
3 functions

• 1 or 3 spray mode
• Cool Body
• Hand spray 100mm
• 8l/min flow restrictor 
• Rub clean nozzles
• Swivelling wall bracket (B9468AA)
• 5 years warranty

Shower Kit S  
Ø 80mm

Model    Ref

600mm rail    B9501AA
1 function

600mm rail    B9503AA 
3 functions

• 1 or 3 spray mode
• Cool Body
• Hand spray 80mm
• 8l/min flow restrictor
• 1.75m metal hose double clenched
• Plastic transparent soap dish
• 5 years warranty
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Shower set XL3  
Ø 140mm

Model    Ref

1.75m Idealflex hose  B9466AA
3 functions

• 3 spray mode
• Cool Body
• Large spray 140mm
• 8l/min flow restrictor
• Rub clean nozzles
• Swivelling wall bracket (B0029AA)
• 5 years warranty



3 shower 
function

Maximum  
spray

Sure Grip Cool Body

Water  
saving

Easy clean

Easymount 
installation

Idealflex

5 years  
warranty

900mm rail shown

Shower Kit L
Ø 120mm

Model    Ref

900mm rail  B9424AA
1 function

900mm rail  B9427AA
3 function

600mm rail  B9423AA
1 function

600mm rail  B9425AA
3 function

• 1 or 3 spray mode
• Cool Body
• Large spray 120mm
• 8l/min flow restrictor
• Rub clean nozzles
• 1.75m Idealflex hose
• Clear soap dish
• Shower rail 900mm (B9429AA) or 

600mm (B9428AA)
• 5 years warranty

900mm rail shown

Shower Kit XL
Ø 140mm

Model    Ref

900mm rail  B9431AA
1 function

900mm rail  B9434AA
3 function

• 1 or 3 spray mode
• Cool Body
• Large spray 140mm
• 8l/min flow restrictor
• Rub clean nozzles
• 1.75m Idealflex hose
• Clear soap dish
• Shower rail 900mm (B9429AA)
• 5 years warranty

609

max 313
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33

900mm rail shown

Shower Kit M
Ø 100mm

Model    Ref

600mm rail  B9412AA
1 function

600mm rail  B9415AA
3 functions

• 1 or 3 spray mode
• Cool Body
• Hand spray 100mm
• 8l/min flow restrictor
• Rub clean nozzles
• 1.75m Idealflex hose
• Clear soap dish
• Shower rail 600mm (B9420AA) or 

900mm (B9422AA)
• 5 years warranty



ACCESSORIES

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS



IDEALRAIN ACCESSORIES
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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Connections  
for shower heads

ShowerheadsSliding bar

Model    Ref

600mm sliding bar   B9420AA

720mm sliding bar   B9421AA

900mm sliding bar   B9422AA 

• Chrome sliding bar
• Bar Ø 21mm
• Wall brackets
• 2 years warranty

Model    Ref

Ø 300mm rain  B9443AA 
shower head

Ø 200mm rain  B9442AA
shower head

Ø 100mm rain  B9436AA
shower head with angle arm 

• 1 spray head
• Size spray 300/200/100mm
• Easy clean nozzles to prevent limescale 

build-up
• High performance spray pattern
• Chrome plate finish
• 12 l/min flow restrictor
• 2 years warranty

Model    Ref

For 300mm   B9444AA
shower head  
wall arm 

For 400mm   B9445AA
shower head  
wall arm 

For 150mm   B9446AA
shower head  
wall arm 

• Plastic escutcheon
• G 1/2 connection
• Chrome plate finish
• 2 years warranty

Easy clean

Easymount 
installation

B9443.. B9442.. B9436..



Swivel wall bracketFixed wall bracketWall elbow

Model    Ref

Wall elbow   B9448AA

• G1/2 connection 
• Chrome
• 2 years warranty

Model    Ref

Fixed wall bracket   B9467AA

• Wall fixed bracket - plastic
• 2 years warranty

Model    Ref

Swivel wall bracket   B9468AA

• Wall bracket - plastic
• 2 years warranty

G1/2Ø55.8

G1/2

18

G1/2Ø55.8

G1/2

18

23.5

47.1

Ø5823.5

47.1

Ø58

97

90

21

Ø50

97

90

21

Ø50





www.idealstandard.com

Ideal Standard-Vidima AD 

53 Marin Popov Street 

5400 Sevlievo, Bulgaria

Tel: +359 675 30362

office@idealstandard.com

 

 

Representative office, Belgrade

Drinčićeva no.19, apartment no.8

11000 Belgrade, Serbia 

Tel/Fax: + 381 11 7138 058

  + 381 11 7138 059

obelgrade@idealstandard.com

Representative office, Riga 

A. Briana str. 9a,

Riga, LV- 1001, Latvia

Tel: +371 67357 792

Fax: +371 67357 795

vdorogoi@idealstandard.com

Representative Office, Budapest

IS-Hun Kft

1221 Budapest, Hungary

Aranyfácán u 20

Tel: + 36 30 6991594

zgarai@idealstandard.com 

Representative Office, Bucharest 

Cotroceni Business Center

Bd. Iuliu Maniu, nr 7, corp T,

Floor 2, office A1, Sector 6

061072 Bucharest, Romania

Tel/Fax: +40 21 322 3201

Contact for Albania, Kosovo 

and Bosnia & Herzegovina 

Tel: +359 887709696

imichev@idealstandard.com

 

Contact for Croatia

Mobile: +38591 22 99 304

hpavicic@idealstandard.com

 

Contact for Slovenia

Tel: +39 040 2158058

info@liaison.it
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